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Metropol Parasol, Sevilla, Spain

Redevelopment of „Plaza  de la Encarnacion“ in Sevilla / 
Spain

„Metropol Parasol“ is the new icon project for Sevilla, 
- a place of identifi cation and to articulate Sevillas role 
as one of Spains most fascinating cultural destinations. 
„Metropol Parasol“ explores the potential of the Plaza de 
la Encarnacion to become the new contemporary urban 
centre. Its role as a unique urban space within the dense 
fabric of the medieval inner city of Sevilla allows for a gre-
at variety of activities such as memory, leisure  and com-
merce. A highly developed infrastructure helps to activate 
the square, making it an attractive destination for tourists 
and locals alike. 

The „Metropol Parasol“ scheme with its large mushroom 
like structures offers an archeological site, a farmers mar-
ket, an elevated plaza, multiple bars and restaurants un-
derneath and inside the parasols, as well as a panorama 
terrace on the very top of the parasols. Thought of as a 
light timber structure, the parasols grow out of the arche-
ological excavation site into a contemporary landmark. 
The columns become prominent points of access to the 
museum below as well as to the plaza and panorama 
deck above, defi ning a unique relationship between the 
historical and the contemporary city. „Metropol Parasols“ 
mixused character initiates a dynamic development for 
culture and commerce in the heart of Sevilla.

„Metropol Parasol“ is innovation at the forefront of sustai-
nable construction by longlasting adaptability of various 
programs, unique architectural design of highest stan-
dard, effi cient construction and environmental concerns. 
Its intelligent use of logistics in planning and construction 
in combination with craftsmanship joins both extremes 
of production methods. Its strong concern for the specifi c 
ethical and social situation will move the Plaza de la En-
carnacion into the centre of urban activity of Seville. The 
local effect is an activation and renovation development 
in the neighbouring areas as well as an attraction and 
meeting place for the entire city and surroundings. The 
global effect puts Seville back on the map as a city that is 
concerned with bringing its rich cultural and architectural 
history to our times - a prototype for urban space in the 
21st century.

Team J. Mayer H.:
Jürgen Mayer H., 
Paul Anguiliers, Marcus Blum, Sebastian Finckh, Wilko 
Hoffmann, Klaus Küppers, Julia Neitzel, Andre Santer, 
Hans Schneider, Ingmar Schmidt, Georg Schmidthals, Do-
minik Schwarzer, Jan Stockebrand, Marta Ramírez Iglesias, 
Daria Trovato

Technical consultants:
ARUP GmbH Madrid / Berlin (comp. 2nd phase + proyecto 
basico)
Coqui Malachowska-Coqui (comp. 2nd phase)
Urbanists and Landscape arch. - Berlin / Warsaw 
with Th. Waldau, Alicante / Spain

Integration of historic site, commercial program and 
cultural representational spaces. Programmatic fl exibility 
by highly specifi c unique architectural form. Prefabrication 
for lean construction on site and cost effi ciency. Climatic 
sensitive materials (energy embodied). Combination of 
natural materials, conventional construction and smart 
materials (wood structure, polyurethan coating, recycled 
plastics and recycled cement). Natural climate through 
material and shading with low air conditioning input. 
Sensitive effi cient evaluation of fi re coding in relationship 
to materials and structure (saving materials => saving na-
tural resources). Intelligent use of logistics in planning and 
construction

From the very beginning the public was involved (sympo-
siums, internet-forum) => process of identifi cation. Local 
effect = activation development in the neighbouring 
areas; attraction and meeting place for entire city / sur-
roundings. Plaza becomes a new unique space of urban 
communication (bus terminal, event spaces, panorama 
platform). Prototype for urban space in the 21st century

Responsible use and management of natural resources 
(eg.timber from sustainable forests). Use of growing ma-
terial, local materials, recycled and recyclable materials. Long life 
cycle of construction due to long lasting low maintenance 
components. Operation and maintenance: self cleaning 
skin with polyurethan coating as long lasting weather pro-
tection and solution liquid free. Low impact construction pro-
cess (prefabrication, minimal dust, noise etc.). Shading imitating 
the traditional Seville way (tree form). Keep existing trees 
in the square. Natural lighting (openings in Plaza-fl oors). 
Careful use of materials to provide an effi cient thermal in-
ertia. HU: free cooling, variable speed fans and pumps => 
match demand and production, -use of effi cient chillers

Green areas for low building service equipment. Public 
space as space for marketing. Branding effect brings 
more tourism and economy to Seville. Development by 
construction company, free construction for city, manage-
ment by concessionaire (PPP). Creates employment in the 
neighbourhood. Traditional retail vs mall. Integration of 
public transport for economic reactivation

Design excellence through international competition. In-
tegration of computer technology in design and produc-
tion. Design as site-specifi c for identifi cation and uniqueness 
(city branding ). Architectural design as desirable place of 
cultural, political and commercial events. Use of existing 
urban land and local tree species for landscaping

The parasol structure from a neighbouring rooftop, looking north

The parasol structure with main plaza-staircase

Plan skycafe

Urban context Plan elevated plaza

Section and elevations

Panorama terrace Market, museum and plaza

Archaeology Event - concert

With a high degree of competence, the project demonstrates an innovative layering of varied cultural and commercial 
programs that serves to revitalize a historical town square. Directly confronting the loss of public space, the work 
convincingly integrates urban, architectural, and landscape design to create a sustainable response to the contemporary 
challenges facing the region. The work also manifests an ethically conscious position in that it promotes a reinforced sense 
of communal identity for a diverse range of social groups, providing them an original perspective on the city and offering a 
place for dialogue and exchange. The project presents a credible economic catalyst for the local market that is simultaneously 
ecologically sensitive to the context. Skillfully handled is the creation of a microclimate that adaptively reacts to the intense 
climatic conditions of the region. The hybrid combination of commerce and tourism presents a convincing and feasible 
model for cross-fi nancing the required investments to implement such a project. This project deserves special merit for 
achieving the highest of architectural standards and creating a work that promises to have benefi cial and long-term impact 
on reactivating collective recognition of the city and its culture.

Renovación urbana
May 2005

Jürgen Mayer H.
Architect
J. Mayer H.
Berlin, Germany

Jose Maria De la Peña, Carlos Merino
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Ethical standards and social equity

Ecological quality and energy conservation

Economic performance and compatibility

Contextual response and aesthetic impact

Quantum change and transferability

Europe 


